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Abstract

Social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook play a pivotal role in companies’ strategy of engaging customers. How to target potential customers on social media effectively and efficiently is an important yet unsolved question. Predicting customer engagement on social media platforms is facing several challenges that cannot be solved by traditional methods. In this work, we design a framework that leverages individual behavior on Facebook together with network contextual information to predict customer engagement (like/comment/share) of a brand’s posts. We first build a meta-path based Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN) to exploit large-scale content consumption information. We then design a Graph Neural Network (GNN) model combined with attention mechanism to learn structural feature representations of users to make the customer-brand engagement prediction. The proposed model is examined using a large-scale Facebook dataset and the result shows significant performance improvement compared with state-of-the-art baselines. Besides, the effectiveness of attention mechanism reveals the potential interpretability of the proposed model for the prediction results.

1. Introduction

Social media platforms, where users communicate with each other and generate content, play an important role in various online services. Brands are increasingly generating content on social media platforms to engage with their customers and boost new services and products. Users interact with brands by liking, commenting, or sharing brand posts, which reveal users’ preferences, characteristics, and their attitude toward the brands. Various research has shown that engaging customers on social media has a significant impact on improving firms’ sales, profitability and stock market performances [1, 2, 3], increasing customer visit frequency [4] and spreading brand knowledge [2]. Given such promises, firms often invest heavily in advertisements (e.g., Boost Your Post function on Facebook) to improve the exposure of their posts and grab customer attention on social media platform. However, the cost of such promotion services increases dramatically when the audience size increases. As such, it is important for firms to be able to accurately predict potential customer engagement, optimize their targeting and advertising strategies. This allows the firm to better target customers with a higher probability of engaging with brands, thus improve the efficiency of social media campaigns.

Predicting customer engagement faces several challenges. First, existing algorithms mainly rely on previous interaction information (i.e. which post focal user interacts with) to make predictions. For example, collaborative filtering is a classic method that provides recommendations based on the similarity between users or items (brand posts in our study). However, it only considers the binary interactions between users and items. Whereas information contained in the remaining network structure (i.e. which brand this post belongs to, which other posts this brand posts before, which users like other posts from this brand, etc.) is largely missing. We denote such information as contextual information. The second challenge is the large-scale online social network data. There are often millions of users who brands wish to engage, and these users often interact with millions of posts generated by hundreds of brands. However, traditional econometric-based prediction models such as ERGM model can only handle networks with hundreds of nodes. Thus to predict customer engagement in a social media platform, it is critical for the algorithm to be able to handle large-scale network efficiently. Third, traditional machine learning are facing challenge in predicting engagement as significant domain knowledge and efforts on feature engineering are needed. For deep learning algorithms, it can reduce demand on feature engineering at the cost of interpretability.
In this research, we propose a novel algorithm to predict engagement that addresses the challenges we mentioned above. We first define different types of entities in a social network that can help predict customer-brand engagement: customers, brand posts, brands, and brand categories. Based on this, we create a Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN) in which different types of entities are different types of nodes, and interaction among entities are edges. We further construct meta-paths [5] which capture the rich contextual information among various entities. Figure 1 shows a comprehensive view of the studied HIN. To tackle the large-scale network data, we apply Graph Neural Network (GNN) technique. One drawback of traditional HIN approaches is that no parameter sharing between nodes [6], and the growth of nodes leads to more parameters in the model, which increases computational complexity dramatically with large number of nodes. GNN based methods can share weights between nodes at each layer, which makes it possible to incorporate large-scale network data with high computational efficiency. To solve the challenge of interpretability, we leverage attention mechanism in the proposed model by adding an additional weighting matrix.

In this study, we build a model to predict customer engagement with brand posts by combining HIN with Graph Neural Network (GNN), that is, given a customer and a brand’s post, whether the customer will either like/comment/share this post. Based on the HIN and meta-paths, we further incorporate GNN into our algorithm to learn the representation of nodes. We then use the learned representations of users and the pre-trained vectors of posts to perform the prediction task using deep neural networks. In addition, we leverage attention mechanism to provide interpretability of our deep learning framework.

The performance of the proposed model is evaluated on real-world data collected from Facebook. Extensive experiments have showed the outperformance of the proposed model compared with state-of-the-art baselines and verified the effectiveness of the proposed model.

To best of our knowledge, it is one of the first studies that develop a deep learning model using GNN from the perspective of HIN to predict user engagement on social media platforms. We conduct model evaluation on the Facebook dataset and the result shows dramatic performance improvement compared with baselines. The attention mechanism also provides interpretations of the recommendation results to some extent.

2. Background

2.1. Online customer engagement

Online customer engagement has been studied in many academic disciplines. Online customer engagement involves customer interactions between the brand entity and other members in the online brand community [7]. [8] defines consumer-brand engagement as “a consumer’s positively brand-related cognitive, emotional and behavioral activity during or related to focal consumer/brand interactions”. Specifically, customer engagement on social media platforms mainly include three types: content reaction, content comment and content sharing [9]. For instance, Facebook users can like, comment or share brand posts, and Twitter has similar functions such as hearts, replies and retweets.

Previous literature on engagement mainly focus on exploring the causality of three types of mechanisms that influence user engagement: brand factors, peer customer factors and content factors. Customer engagement behavior can be influenced by brand identities, such as brand warmth, for-profit or non-profit status and communication strategy [9]. These factors depend on customers’ perception of the brand. Besides, the content of post information also casts an impact on customer engagement behavior. [10] studied the main influential factors of users’ sharing behavior on social media, and the result shows the content of a message, e.g., format and the sentiment, plays an important role in affecting users’ engagement decision. Also, users have different social influence and bonding on social media platforms. Social ties are also related to engagement behavior [11] and has positive influence on recommendation [12].
2.2. Heterogeneous Information Network

Networks with different types of entities and links are called Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN). One popular technique to study HIN is network embedding, the objective of which is to learn a low-dimension representations of entities to reduce computational burden, meanwhile the learned representations preserve the structure of the network. Some studies focus on bipartite networks where there are only two types of nodes in the network [13, 14]. [5] built a meta-path based network embedding model for top-n recommendation. A model named metapath2vec is proposed in[15], in which heterogeneous random walks are formalized to leverage context information. [16] introduced a HIN based network embedding method for recommendation tasks. To deal with HIN structure, [17] categorized the edges in HIN into different types. [18] put forward a framework to preserve the meta-path based similarity in HIN. Unlike the existing methods, we also extract the post content features and incorporate the content information in the training model.

2.3. Graph Neural Network

Graph Neural Network (GNN), first proposed in [19], is an emerging technique which aims to leverage the deep neural networks to deal with graph-structured data. The key idea of GNN is to learn node embeddings based on local neighborhoods so that the embeddings of current nodes contain the information of its neighbors [6]. By aggregating the information and applying neural network, this mechanism is able to learn the representation of target nodes with all the information from their neighbors fused to it.

As a cutting-edge deep learning method, GNN is getting more attention from both industry and academia. GraphSAGE is proposed by [20] which concatenates self embedding and neighbor embedding. [21] proposed a GNN model to capture both node-level and semantic-level importance for heterogeneous information network. [22] introduced HetGNN, a model focusing on heterogeneous network. There are also some GNN applications in recommender system. [23] introduces a model named GraphRec for social recommendations. Graph Convolutional Neural Network is utilized for web-scale recommender systems in [24]. Different from these approaches, our proposed model employ attention mechanism to learn the representations of nodes efficiently and provide interpretations for the prediction results to some extent.

2.4. Interpretability using Attention Mechanism

Traditional machine learning interpretation is based on feature importance, which aims to map interpretable features to the output. Tree-based ensemble model is one of the examples. We can measure the contribution of each feature with various approaches, such as calculating the accuracy gain. Model-agnostic methods treat the models as black-boxes and try to explain predictions without accessing internal model structures and parameters [25]. [26] proposes a novel explanation technique, LIME, that explains the predictions of any classifier based on the assumption that there exists an interpretable model that can approximate the local predictions.

Instead of relying on the feature engineering or local approximation, attention mechanism provides understandable explanation for predictions by designing self-explanatory architectures. Attention mechanism involves the attention matrix that can be used to illustrate which parts of the input play more important roles in the training process. This technique is now being used to generate image descriptions [27], language translation [28], etc.

To sum, we have three methodological contributions. First, our model is one of the first studies that develop a deep learning model using GNN from the perspective of HIN to predict customer engagement on social media platforms. Besides, both network structure information and node-level information are leveraged in the model. Lastly, by applying attention mechanism, we provide interpretations of the prediction results to some extent to explore the underlying reason of customer behaviors.

3. The Proposed Model

3.1. Problem statement

The aim of the proposed method is to predict whether a target customer interacts (like/forward/reply) with a series of posts given historical interaction data of focal users. Specifically, let \( U \) and \( P \) denote a set of users and posts respectively, where a single user and a post can be represented by \( U_i \) and \( P_j \). The objective is to predict the interaction between \( U_i \) and \( P_j \), denoted by \( y_{ij} \) (0 or 1, 0 for no interaction between \( U_i \) and \( P_j \), and 1 otherwise). Besides users and posts, there are some other types of entities, e.g., brands and categories, in the social media network, and are denoted as \( B \) and \( C \) respectively. Notice that there are also edges between \( P \) and \( B \), as well as between \( B \) and \( C \). To incorporate the complex contextual information in this HIN, we build meta-paths to represent the network in the social media...
setting and leverage GNN and attention mechanism to learn a predict function for $y_{ij}$, i.e., whether the target user is interested in a specific post.

### 3.2. Meta-path based Heterogeneous Information Network

In our model, meta-paths are introduced to represent the heterogeneous information network structure and interactions between different types of entities. We define the HIN as $G = (V, E)$ where $V$, $E$ represent nodes (entities) and edges (links) respectively, and a node type mapping function $\psi : V \rightarrow N$ and an edge mapping function $\phi : E \rightarrow \Gamma$ are associated with the HIN, where $N$ and $\Gamma$ represent the predefined node and edge types. Specifically, we study the social media network as a HIN where four types of nodes (users: $U$, posts: $P$, brands: $B$, categories: $C$) are included as well as various relationships among them. In this network, we define the schema of a meta-path schema as $\Phi : N_1 \rightarrow \Gamma_1 \rightarrow N_2 \rightarrow \Gamma_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow \Gamma_l \rightarrow N_{l+1}$ where $l$ indicates the $l$th step of a meta-path. Each meta-path schema includes different paths that can be denoted as $\phi : v_1 \rightarrow v_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow v_n$, where $v_n \in V$. As we mentioned before, one of the challenges of tie prediction is the large number of users on social media platforms. To address this challenge, we use deep learning to learn the representation of each user, which can significantly reduce the dimension of the dataset. Thus we focus on the meta-paths starting at users. To be specific, we set the length of meta-path starting from user node to three, which means the number of nodes involved is fixed to four. Three meta-path schemas are defined to cover network structural information (Figure 2), they are: User – Post – Brand – Category (this meta path can be denoted as $UPBC$), which means the engagement of the user to the post is related to the category that the brand belongs to; User – Post – Brand – Post ($UPBP$), which indicates the user likes the post because of the brand; User – Post – User – Post ($UPUP$), which shows the user interaction behavior is influenced by other users.

![Figure 2. Meta-paths schema](image)

Given a user node $U_i$ and a meta-path $\Phi$, the meta-path-based neighbors are the nodes included in the meta-path. Take Figure 3 as an example, if $N^1_{\Phi(U)}$ represents the $i$th neighbors of user $U_i$ in a meta-path $\Phi$, then $N^1_{UPUP(U)} = \{P_1, P_2\}$, $N^2_{UPUP(U)} = \{U_2, U_3\}$, $N^3_{UPUP(U)} = \{P_2, P_3\}$.

**For meta-path $UPUP$:**

![Figure 3. Meta-path example (UPUP)](image)

In the proposed model, we exploit rich interaction information and learn representations of users from the HIN using GNN technique. The learned representations are applied to the prediction task. Figure 4 presents the framework of our model. First, we learn the representations of users for each meta-path respectively by aggregating all the information from neighbors, and weight the importance of representations from each meta-path using attention mechanism to get the optimized user representations. After that, the optimized user representations are concatenated with pre-trained post representations to predict whether users have interactions with posts. We further incorporate attention mechanism to provide interpretations of the prediction results.

![Figure 4. The framework of the model](image)

### 3.3. Node embedding and vector initialization

The input to the model is node features and the HIN structure. For users, brands and categories, we
use the identity as the input feature. We set up an embedding layer to transport the initial one-hot vectors into low-dimensional vectors. Formally, given the one-hot vectors $v_u, v_b$ and $v_c$ that describe users, brands and categories respectively, the embedding vectors are formulated as:

$$h^u = O^T \cdot v_u$$
$$h^b = Q^T \cdot v_b$$
$$h^c = S^T \cdot v_c$$

Where $O \in \mathbb{R}^{|U| \times d}, Q \in \mathbb{R}^{|B| \times d}$ and $S \in \mathbb{R}^{|C| \times d}$ denote the latent features of users, brands and categories, $d$ is the dimension of the vectors. The obtained user, brand and category embedding vectors are used as latent features and will be updated during the training process.

The feature vectors of posts consist of two parts. First, we use the pre-trained word vectors from GloVe [29] to get the text features of posts. GloVe is a popular method for text mining which outperforms related models on word analogy, word similarity and named entity recognition tasks. Besides, textual data from social media platforms have some unique features, i.e., short length, unstructured phrased and abundant information, that are different from traditional linguistic data [30]. GloVe provides word vectors trained from social media platforms to represent elaborate textual information. We take the average of each word vector to represent textual features of each post. Then other post features such as post type are concatenated with text features to form the post representations:

$$h^p = ave(v_w, \forall w \in p) \oplus feature^p$$

where $h^p$ represents post vectors, $v_w$ means the vectors of word $w$ that belongs to post $p$, and $feature^p$ is the other features of post $p$, e.g., content type, total number of like/reply/forward.

### 3.4. Meta-path based Graph Neural Network

Inspired by the idea of GraphSAGE [20], we develop a meta-path based GNN to learn the representations of users. We leverage meta-paths to obtain neighbors of users, and then aggregate the information of these neighbors to obtain the representations of users. Given a meta-path $\phi: v_1 \rightarrow v_2 \rightarrow ... \rightarrow v_n \rightarrow ... \rightarrow v_m$ where $m$ indicates the step of nodes, the vectors of the current node $v_n$ is:

$$h_{v_n} = \sigma(W_n h^0_{v_n} \oplus g(\{h_{v_{n+1}}, \forall v_{n+1} \in N^1_P(v_n)\}_{n=1}^{m-1}) + b)$$

where $\sigma$ is a non-linear function, $W_n$ is the weight matrices, $b$ is the bias vector, $h^0_{v_n}$ is the original embedding vector of node $v_n$, $g(\cdot)$ is the aggregation function, and here we adopt max-pooling function based on the performance comparison between different aggregators.

**Figure 5. Example of aggregation process of GNN**

Figure 5 illustrates a toy example of the GNN aggregation process. As shown in Figure 5, first we select a meta-path, saying meta-path User → Post → Brand → Post, then we can get $N^1_{UPBP}(u_i) = \{p_1, p_3\}$, $N^2_{UPBP}(u_i) = \{b_1, b_2\}$, $N^3_{UPBP}(u_i) = \{p_2, p_4\}$. The aggregation process starts from the nodes that are farthest from the central node $u_i$, i.e., $N^3_{UPBP}(u_i) = \{p_2, p_4\}$. The vectors of 2-nd step nodes $N^2_{UPBP}(u_i) = \{b_1, b_2\}$ are updated by aggregating the information of 3-rd step nodes ($N^3_{UPBP}(u_i) = \{p_2, p_4\}$) and a neural network is applied to it. The process is repeated along the path step by step until the representation of the central node $u_i$ is obtained. Following the above process, the representations of same users from different meta-paths such as $UPBC$ and $UPUP$ are gained.

### 3.5. Attention layer

After getting the representations of users from different meta-paths, we have to solve another challenge: how to combine the representations from different meta-paths? Each meta-path can only reflect information from one single aspect. For example, meta-path $UPBC$ indicates whether the category of brands can influence users’ interaction with posts, while meta-path $UPUP$ reveals the impact of other people’s behavior on the users’ engagement of brand posts. Just combining the user representations is not sufficient as the influence of different meta-paths may vary between each other.

To learn a more comprehensive representations of users, we implement attention mechanism [21] to figure out the importance of each meta-paths. That is, each meta-path is assigned a specific weighting which will be
updated during the process of training. By adding an attention layer, the model is able to learn the importance of different meta-paths automatically and fuse the information from each meta-path together effectively. Given a set of meta-paths \( \{ \Phi_1, \Phi_2, \cdots, \Phi_K \} \), the learned weights of each meta-path is:

\[
(\beta_{\Phi_1}, \beta_{\Phi_2}, \cdots, \beta_{\Phi_K}) = attention(U_{\Phi_1}, U_{\Phi_2}, \cdots, U_{\Phi_K})
\]

where \( U_{\Phi_1}, U_{\Phi_2}, \cdots, U_{\Phi_K} \) are the representations of users learned from each meta-path, and \( attention(\cdot) \) is the attention layer which performs the meta-path level attention.

To implement the attention mechanism, first we feed the representations learned from each meta-path to a one-layer non-linear neural network. Then an attention vector \( \mathbf{q} \) is multiplied by node-level vectors and then we take the average to get the initial importance of each meta-path \( \mathbf{w}_{\Phi_k} \):

\[
\mathbf{w}_{\Phi_k} = \frac{1}{|U|} \sum_{i \in U} \mathbf{q}^T \cdot \tanh(W \cdot U_i^{\Phi_k} + \mathbf{b})
\]

where \( W \) is the weight matrices and \( \mathbf{b} \) is the bias vector. To keep the calculation consistent among meta-paths and ensure the weighting results are comparable, the parameters are shared between meta-paths.

Furthermore, the weights of meta-paths are normalized, and the final weights \( \beta_{\Phi_k} \) represent the contribution of a specific meta-path \( \Phi_k \) to the prediction task. After that, the final representations of users are obtained by combining the vectors from each meta-path with different weights.

\[
\beta_{\Phi_k} = \frac{\exp(\mathbf{w}_{\Phi_k})}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \exp(\mathbf{w}_{\Phi_k})}
\]

\[
U_i = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_{\Phi_k} U_i^{\Phi_k}
\]

where \( K \) is the total number of meta-paths and \( U_i^{\Phi_k} \) is the representations learned from meta-path \( \Phi_k \).

### 3.6. Prediction and model training

The aim of our model is to predict the probability \( \hat{y}_{i,j} \) of interaction between user \( u_i \) and post \( p_j \) which is in the range of \([0,1]\). Until now, we have the representations of all users \( U \) and all posts \( P \), where \( U \) contains the features of users as well as the network structural information and \( P \) includes post features. To learn the probability of interactions between them, we concatenate the representations of users \( U \) and posts \( P \) together and feed the vectors into a Multi-Layer Perceptron component and map the prediction results between 0 and 1.

\[
\hat{y}_{i,j} = \text{sigmoid}(MLP(U_i \oplus P_j))
\]

For the MLP components, we apply three hidden layers and set ReLU as activation function.

In fact, the prediction task is also a binary classification task. We use the binary cross-entropy loss function to optimize the model:

\[
Loss = \sum_{i,j \in Y} (y_{ij} \log \hat{y}_{ij} + (1 - y_{ij}) \log(1 - \hat{y}_{ij}))
\]

where \( y_{ij} \) is the true labels, i.e., 0 or 1, and \( Y \) includes both positive and negative pairs.

### 4. Evaluation

#### 4.1. Dataset

We collect the post information that was created between Jan.01, 2012 and Mar.19, 2016 from seven car brands on Facebook. For each post, we also have the list of users who liked/commented/shared the post. If a user \( u_i \) engages with a post \( p_j \), then there is an edge between \( u_i \) and \( p_j \). Users interacted with more than 1% posts are included. Table 1 shows the statistics of the Facebook dataset.

#### 4.2. Baselines and evaluation metrics

To test whether our model is effective, we compared the performance with traditional recommender systems, deep learning based methods and graph embedding models. We selected state-of-art studies for each group and below is the detailed implementation.

**Item-based Collaborative Filtering**: It is a classic method of collaborative filtering that provides recommendations based on the similarity between items. We use the user-post adjacent matrix to obtain the cosine similarity between posts, and the predicted probability is calculated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Statistics of the dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edges(A-B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand-Category</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Matrix Factorization: It is a popular method that can capture the latent features of the nodes. The predicted probability is calculated by applying matrix factorization on user-post adjacent matrix. MLP: We use Multilayer perceptron to build a deep neural network. A 3-layer MLP was built to perform the prediction task.

DeepWalk[31]: First, we train the embeddings of network nodes using DeepWalk, then feed the pre-trained embeddings to 3-layer MLP. metapath2vec[15]: It is a state-of-art graph embedding model that aims to learn node representations for heterogeneous networks. This can be considered as HIN without GNN. We feed the pre-trained embeddings from metapath2vec to a 3-layer MLP.

We use Precision, Recall and F1 score as evaluation metrics. Precision expresses the proportion of the recommended posts that are indeed liked by the users, while recall reveals the model performance in finding all potential posts that are liked by the users, and F1 score is a blend of these two measurements. AUC provides an aggregate measure of performance across all possible classification thresholds.

4.3. Detailed implementation

The model is implemented on Tensorflow [32]. the dimension of the embedding layer is 64. Glorot normal initializer is used to initialize the parameters in the model. We choose Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) [33] as the optimizer because of its excellent performance compared with other optimizers. The batch size is 10000, the number of epoch is 5 and the learning rate is 0.0008. We split the whole dataset into the training dataset and test dataset with 80% and 20% respectively, and use the same dataset for the models to ensure the performances are comparable.

4.4. Performance evaluation

The performance of the proposed model and the baselines are reported in Table 2. As shown in the table, our proposed method outperforms the benchmark methods. Specifically, the precision is improved by 11.13%, and recall is 17.43% higher than metapath2vec. F1 score is improved from 0.8366 to 0.9237 (10.41%). Besides, the AUC is increased by 3.13%. This highlight the importance of incorporating GNN into HIN framework.

The improved performance indicates the proposed model achieves the best results by capturing the network structure and leveraging contextual information efficiently. The representations of users can be learned effectively by fusing the structural information into the nodes. The combination of the learned user representations and the pre-trained post vectors provides impressive performance in the Graph Neural Network architecture.

4.5. Meta-path importance and interpretability

To find out whether the meta-path mechanism helps improve the prediction performance, we conduct several independent experiments by adding different meta-paths one by one to the model to observe the change of performance. Figure 6 shows the performance changing when a meta-path is added in the model. The prediction performance is improved by adding more meta-paths.

![Figure 6. The performance change of addictive meta-paths](image)

There are two reasons to adopt attention mechanism, one is to improve the efficiency of information aggregation, and the other one is to provide interpretations of the prediction result to some extent, which is also one of the major contributions of this study. By assigning weights among different meta-paths and update them during training process, attention mechanism can provide the importance of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ItemCF</td>
<td>0.6941</td>
<td>0.0378</td>
<td>0.0716</td>
<td>0.5627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>0.5988</td>
<td>0.5001</td>
<td>0.5450</td>
<td>0.5849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.6019</td>
<td>0.6458</td>
<td>0.6202</td>
<td>0.6258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepWalk+MLP</td>
<td>0.7473</td>
<td>0.7635</td>
<td>0.7553</td>
<td>0.8736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metapath2vec</td>
<td>0.8048*</td>
<td>0.8337*</td>
<td>0.8366*</td>
<td>0.926*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our model</td>
<td>0.8944</td>
<td>0.9790</td>
<td>0.9237</td>
<td>0.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>11.13%</td>
<td>17.43%</td>
<td>10.41%</td>
<td>3.13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The * means best performance among the baselines. The improvement is calculated on best performance baselines.
each meta-path in the training process, in return, makes the prediction result interpretable. Since meta-paths contribution varies between each other, the learned meta-path weights can help us understand the underlying reason behind the engagement behavior.

After applying the user-level attention layer, we conduct one case to illustrate the interpretability of the proposed model. We randomly select two user nodes \(U_{37}\) and \(U_{209}\) that have a common interaction with one post \(P_{18}\), and check the weights of each meta-path. As shown in Figure 7, the interaction between \(U_{37}\) and \(P_{18}\) is highly influenced by meta-path \(UPBC\), while in the prediction between \(U_{209}\) and \(P_{18}\), meta-path \(UPBP\) plays the most important role. When we look into the dataset to try to find explanations of this, we notice that \(U_{37}\) has interactions with more than three car brands, while \(U_{209}\) only has engagement records with one brand. This gives evidence about why different meta-paths domain in different pair predictions.

Figure 7. Meta-path importance on different pair prediction

4.6. The contribution of post text content

Leveraging both content and structural information is one of the novelties of the proposed model. To figure out how much did the post content contributes in the model training, we apply another model without the post content, i.e., using one-hot vector as post input (same with other types of nodes). The result is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Performance comparison between with/without post content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our model (without post content)</td>
<td>0.8237</td>
<td>0.9361</td>
<td>0.8763</td>
<td>0.9340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our model (with post content)</td>
<td>0.8944</td>
<td>0.9790</td>
<td>0.9237</td>
<td>0.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>8.58%</td>
<td>4.58%</td>
<td>5.41%</td>
<td>2.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 3, although only applying structural information can still achieve a good performance, the model with both content and structural information involved gives the best performance.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we learn representations of users that encoding both structural features and self-features from meta-path based context and propose a deep learning framework that characterizes the interaction between users and posts to perform personalized prediction. We propose efficient representations that can reserve the network structure well and are suitable for complicated deep learning models. We further combine GNN with HIN to increase the computational efficiency of our model. Lastly, we use the attention mechanism to aggregate information from different meta-paths effectively and provide interpretations of the prediction results to some extent. The proposed model is evaluated with Facebook data and the performance is improved significantly compared with baselines. We validate the efficiency and efficacy of the proposed model, and the mechanism can be generalized to various social media platforms. In the future, we would like to include more existing methods as benchmarks and extend the model to incorporate the dynamic of evolving heterogeneous social networks.
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